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A Reply to Ben-Yaakov and Kaplan's "Comments
on 'Redox Potentials by Equilibration,'
by ll7. G. Breck"'
W . G. Breck
Department of Chemistry
Queen's University
Kingston 1 Ontario, Canada

This note is a reply to Ben-Yaakov and Kaplan's (1973) comments on my
paper (Breck 1972).
In my 19 72 paper I attempted mainly two things: to establish by logical
argument the dominant couple in setting whatever poise there is in aerated
natural waters and to outline a sound means of determining the absolute redox
level (Eh) in such waters. I did not seek to produce a patent device for monitoring aerated waters for Eh, which, like pH, is relatively numb. For monitoring
purposes, the assessment of dissolved oxygen makes a more convenient and sensitive procedure. The principle I used for making the measurement is not
original. I equilibrated a small amount of a reliably poised redox couple, O*/R*,
with the environment (O/R) and then measured the redox level of O*/R* in
a normal way. The procedure is as simple in concept as putting a piece of redox
indicator paper into a large amount of solution; the redox indicator system
comes to equilibrium with the large amount of solution and the resultant color
indicates the ratios O*/R* and O/R .
I used an electrochemical means of equilibration that had a cell composed
of the indicator solution O*/R* in one limb and the system to be tested (O/R)
in another; the two limbs were connected by an electrolytic salt bridge and
shorted by graphite which acted as an inert electronic conductor (Fig. 1 ).
Neglecting the liquid-junction potentials, which were minimized by using
saturated KCl in the salt bridge, any difference in potential between the left
and right limbs must cause chemical changes and a flow of current until the cell
eventually runs down completely to equilibrium, when the transfer of charge
becomes zero and
Eo*/R* = Eo;REcell = o;
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Schematic equilibration cell.

Up to this point Ben-Y aakov and Kaplan and I are in virtual agreement.
But in their note, Ben-Y aakov and Kaplan now state:
"The basic assumption by Breck is that at equilibrium ... the 'redox level'
of O*/R* is equal to that of O/R and hence E represents the Eh of O/R.
However, exmination of Fig. I reveals that this assumption can be correct
only if the graphite electrode is capable of measuring the 'redox level' of both
O/R and 0* R*."
The italics above indicate the point where I consider that my critics have
gone astray. They call the graphite electrodes measuring electrodes and later
require that they be reversible measuring electrodes. It can be seen that they
are not used to measure anything, nor are they connected to any measuring
device. This is important, because measuring electrodes are required to transfer
a charge to produce a signal, and a good "working" electrode is determined by
its ability to function well under conditions of current flow. Thus no measuring electrodes can be perfectly reversible. Fig. I shows that the graphite constitutes equilibration surfaces (not measuring electrodes); any difference in
potential between the surfaces must cause a current to flow and to drive the
system to equilibrium when the transfer of charge becomes zero and when
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polarization is absent. Then the electrodes, in a definitive sense, must be
reversible; for one defin ition of a reversible system is: "one which is never more
than infinitesimally displaced from equilibrium." Thus their query has focused
attention on the advantage of equilibration vis-a-vis measuring functions.
Ensuing criticism, based on the premise that the graphite constitutes irreversible measuring electrodes, is thus invalid ; e.g. , the suggestion that the
graphite be used directly to measure the potential of 0 /R. One must appreciate
the functi on of the inert graphite as merely an electron exchanger subservient
to a chemical system, such as Fe3 + + e = Fe2 +, which exists in solution and
should not be confused with Berl 's ( I 94 3) activated carbon electrode. Later
they question whether " the graphite electrode be thermodynamically reversible
in a solution of an oxidation-red uction couple such as ferric/ferrous." I think
there is little doubt that it is, but that is not relevant to the soundness of the
equilibration principle.
Ben-Y aakov and Kaplan also state: " Breck's implicit a priori assumptionthat the graphite electrode can measure redox potentials in aqueous solutions
- is not supported by experimental or theoretical evidence." I am opposed
to the concept of the graphite bei ng a measuring electrode and I have shown
experi mentally that the indicator system, 0*/R*, when confronted with oversize reference electrodes such as silver chloride and calomel, stocked with
sufficient chemicals to pull 0*/ R • down to their respective known potentials,
attained reasonable values as measured on platinum. This evidence has been
overlooked in their criticism.
My criti cs feel that I have misappli ed some results of various workers on
the reversible behavior of the oxygen/peroxide couple in strongly alkaline
solution as support fo r the function of my graphite electrodes in a less-alkaline
solution. Such is not the case; in my paper these results were instead used in
discussing the nature of the poise of natural waters.
In discussing my KC! bridge, they say, " . .. using the KC! bridge as an
electronic conductor may result in unpredictably large liquid-junction potentials" , whereas my paper terms it an "electrolytic connection". Their treatment
becomes very inconsistent and confusing when they later state that "An
electrolytic solution is not an electronic conductor but rather an ionic conductor."
If I am hard on the platinum electrode, it is only because it fails to give us
the absolute Eh level of oxic waters. On the other hand, I admire the platinum
electrode as employed by Z oBell ( I 946 ), and Berner ( I 963) indicates its promise under anoxic conditions. Furthermore, I used the platinum mysel f to
measure the potential of the poised O */R * system.
Lastly, they state: " It is generally accepted [by various authorities] that
aerated natural waters are not in thermodynamic equilibrium with respect to
all their oxidation-reduction couples. Therefore there is no single redox level
that would describe all the couples." I appreciated all this in my paper when I
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said, " To the question, 'To what do natural waters owe their particular redox
levels?', the correct answer is, obviously, 'To everything present.' A more
useful inquiry would involve an attempt to distinguish the dominant couple."
Furthermore, the oxygen/peroxide scheme for redox control is not thermodynamic but a steady-state argument stemming from known kinetic experiments.
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